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'ill up the blanks with appropriate word(s) (fo x i = IQ)

1. R.C.C. ^ are provided to transinit the load of the ̂ tiycture supported by

to the soil.

2. The stress in is equal to m times the stress in ' where m is

modular ratio.

3. The amount of transverse reinforcement varies front a minimnm of % of gross'

concrete area for ordinary slab to . % for bridge slab.

4. The position of a backtill lying above the , plane at the elevation of top

of a wall is called .

earth pressure is e.xerted on a wall when it "has a tendency to move

the backfill.

6. In case of R.C.C. beam, the location of the axis varies with the

amount of steel used.

1. Tensile strength of concrete is about to % of its cpmpressive strength.

j 8. The size of butt weld is specified by its thickness while the size of fillet

weld is the leg length.

9- and are commonly called as bins.

10- TTie load of a column is defined as the load at which column is in

condition.

Write short notes on any FIVE questions (5 ̂  2=10)-
I . Concept of analysis and design of a concrete structure"

1- Different types of welds.

3- An isolated T-beam has the flange width of 120 cm, flange thickness of 10 cm, overall

depth of 40 cm, rib vvidth of 20 cm and effective cover to tensile reinforcement 4 cm. The

beam is reinforced with bars of 4 nos. & 20 mm diameter arranged in one row. Taking c

- Ccbc - 50 kg/cm", t = ast = 1400 kg/'cm" and m= 18, determirie'the hioment of resistaince

of the section.

For a balanced rectangular section of a singly reinforced beam, determine the following :
fi) depth o.t neutral axis, (ii) moment of resistance assuming the allowable stresses in



S. Find the suitable pitch for single riveted lap joints for plates 1 cm rluoU^I

N/mm", (Js = 94 N/mm" and Cb = 212 N/mm".

S. Design a footing for a square column 400 mm x 400 mm carrying load of 100() liN:i1

bearing capacity is 200 kN/m". Take c = 5 N/mm', t =140 N/mm" and m = 18.

.  7'.. reinforced concrete column 4 m long (effective) and 40 cm in diameter is reinforced••

with 8 bars of*20 mm diameter. Find the safe load the column can carry. Take Ccc = 40

kg/cm^ and ajc = 1300 kg/cm". The column caries lateral ties.

HI, Write short essays on any FIVE questions ^ 4=20)

1'.. Balanced section of a singly reinforced beam.

'di. Riveted joints and its types,

j. Design of one way slab using IS code method.

The depth of foundation and fixation of base width for a cantilever type retainincr wall

c. Describe dimensions of T-beam.

t. Describe design procedure of R.C.C. colurtin.

y. Derive an.equation for Euler's Crippling load for steel column with both ends fixed
IV. Write essay on ANY ONE (I x IQ = jq)

1. Design a R. C. C. slab for a room of .size 5 m x 6 m-using IS code method. The wall is
simply supported on all the four edges with comer held down and carries a superimposeH
load of 3500 N/ra^ inclusive of floor finishes etc. Use M 15 mix.

2. Describe silos and the Janssen's theory for the analysis of pressure on the side of a bin


